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NO. 2702BMG TYPE TELEPHONE SETS 

(Bear Marking "Bell System") (Special Sales Conditions Apply) 
(Card No.1) 

Consists of a No. 2702B2MG telephone set base, a No. 2702B2 hous
ing, and a G15-type handset. Similar to No. 2702B type telephone 
set except equipped with plugs for attaching the handset and 
mounting cords. 

Functions as modular TOUCH-TONE 19 PRINCESS® telephone sets 
when equipped with an H4DU handset cord and a D4BU-29 
mounting cord. 

Equipped with a lamp assembly (assembly includes a KS-19387 Ll 
lamp and a KS-19240 L3 lamp socket) for dial illumination. The 
lamp can be operated for use as a night light by means of a 
slide switch located at the rear of the set. The lamp also oper
ates with more illumination when the handset is removed from 
the cradle. A 6-8 volt ac or de supply is required to operate the 
lamp. An ac supply may be obtained from the No. 2012A type or 
a KS-16184 Ll, L2, or L3 transformer, none of which are fur
nished and must be ordered separately. The lamp is removable 
through the base of the set to permit replacement by the sub
scriber. 

Intended for individual lines, two-party selective flat rate, two-party 
selective message rate (tip and ring), divided code ringing, and 
nonselective party lines. Furnished wired for all the above ser
vices except tip party selective dial message rate, tip party flat 
rate automatic ticketing, tip party flat rate automatic message 
accouning and zone registration. May be arranged for these ser
vices by rearranging the ringer connections. May be used with a 
No. 3A Speakerphone by rearranging internal connections and 
substituting a D6AF type cord. 

Polarity insensitivity is provided either by a No. 840364202 guard 
assembly, a D-180896 polarity guard kit, or a dial which contains 
an integral polarity guard. 
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